Abstract. This paper is motivated by the problem of how to provide better access to ever enlarging collections of digital images. The paper opens by examining the concept of place in geographic theory and suggests how it might provide a way of providing keywords suitable for indexing of images. The paper then focuses on the specific challenge of how places are described in natural language, drawing on previous research from the literature that has looked at eliciting geographical concepts related to so-called basic levels. The authors describe their own approach to eliciting such terms. This employs techniques to mine a database of descriptions of images that document the geography of the United Kingdom and compares the results with those found in the literature. The most four most frequent basic levels encountered in the database, based on fifty possible terms derived from the literature, were road, hill, river and village. In co-occurrence experiments terms describing the elements and qualities of basic levels showed a qualitative accordance with expectations for example, terms describing element of beaches included shingle and sand and, those for beach qualities included being soft and deserted.
Introduction
Needs for geographic information increasingly encompass sources of data that do not fit easily with conventional systems for spatial data handling. In addition, technologies supporting these needs such as geographic information retrieval, collaborative web-maps and location-based services suppose quite different modes of use to more conventional Geographic Information Systems (GISystems). In particular, they seek to bring access to geographic information much closer to the ways in which people engage with the world and each other in everyday life [13] [20] . This move from the universal and objective to the more individual and subjective necessitates a change in how geography is presented in GISystems. One consideration in achieving this shift is in how the idea of place might be articulated in GISystems [17] [18] [11] . Fisher and Unwin [14] note of this problem, "GI theory articulates the idea of absolute Euclidean spaces quite well, but the socially-produced and continuously changing notion of place has to date proved elusive to digital description except, perhaps, through photography and film." (p. 6).
Curiously, this notion of place as being encapsulated by images has received relatively little attention in the field of image retrieval where indexing and retrieving a photograph is predicated on the ability to access a description of its contents in some form. Often such a description will have a strong geographical basis related to aspects of where the photograph was taken [2] [3] [26] such as by naming locations and features, events and activities, identifying types of geographical forms or environmental scene, or annotating particular characteristics of the physical or socioeconomic landscape depicted.
In the field of image retrieval, which is generally recognised to lag behind the current state of the art in text retrieval, two main techniques exist to index the contents of a photograph, text-based and content-based [15] .
Text-based image retrieval uses textual descriptions associated with image. These might be drawn from:
1. Descriptive terms or phrases chosen freely by an indexer [1] . 2. Classification codes or controlled keyword lists manually assigned by an indexer [5] . 3. The name of the image file or text associated with the photograph, e.g. the contents of a web-page [23] .
The main issue with the first method is that terms selected can be highly subjective, prone to misspellings and inter-annotator agreement is often low [22] . One method to overcome such shortcomings has been through the deployment of annotation games where players gain points when they provide the same terms for a given image [1] . A possible criticism of this approach however is that it might bias annotation towards the use of terms that are essentially the 'lowest common denominators', for example objects and dominant colours, and so miss out on more complex semantics. The second method can ameliorate such factors by using a controlled list of terms and a more systematic approach to indexing. However, such word lists will usually be extensive, for example the Getty Images collection is indexed using 12,000 keywords with 45,000 synonyms [5] , and are usually designed for specialised purposes e.g. Medicine or Art History. This means it is a time-consuming and labour intensive process to index images. In addition retrieval may be dependent on how familiar a user is with the indexing system and its terminology. The third method has the problem that there is often only a limited semantic overlap [23] between the contents of an image and the related text, which can be misleading to image retrieval. For example, Balasubramanian et al. [3] note that for most document genres on the web the text does not describe the image, but rather the image is used as support for the text.
Content-based image retrieval uses image processing techniques to try to match images to primitive features, for example based on colour, shape and texture [10] . A number of systems have been made commercially available; however their take-up has been minimal owning to a mismatch between the needs of users for higher level semantics and the capabilities of such systems that operate at a more primitive level. This difference is generally termed the semantic gap. Smeulders et al. [27] In attempting to bridge the semantic gap, content based techniques will often classify primitive level features against higher level semantic concepts (e.g. 'car' or 'mountain') defined in a controlled vocabulary (for example LSCOM http://www.lscom.org/). There is therefore a need in both text and content-based retrieval techniques for a structured set of concepts which can be used to index photographs.
The work described here focuses on text-based image retrieval and deals with the question of how people describe photographs in natural language, and in particular photographs whose contents are particularly geographic such as landscapes. The motivation of this work is the development of new technologies for indexing and retrieval of photographs using geographical aspects related to the setting in which they were taken. We hypothesise that, by describing where a picture was taken, we will also be able to describe what is in the picture on many occasions. Furthermore, we assume that by mining geographic data at a given location we will be able to formulate a useful description of place. Ultimately, the aim of this work will be to develop a concept ontology that structures a set of geographical descriptors that can be used to describe photographs and that can be derived from spatial data sources.
In this paper we firstly set out a theoretically solid foundation for exploring ways of describing place by reviewing literature on how the problem has been dealt with in different domains. Secondly, we examine a rich collection of georeferenced images to empirically explore how, in a given context, place is described. We then discuss how these results can be employed to help develop a concept ontology based on the use of basic levels [25] .
Describing images through place

Image description
Shatford [26] considered the general issue of how people classify images, their contents and meaning. Shatford simplified the terminology of art historian Panofsky into three levels, Generic Of, Specific Of and, About. In relation to these she specified four facets, who, what, where and when, to generate the Panofsky-Shatford facet matrix (see also [2] ) ( Table 1) . The 'Where?' facet in Table 1 is particularly interesting for geographers. Here, "Specific Of" can be seen as referring to toponyms and entries in a gazetteer and "Generic Of" represents different types of topographic and architectural features. "About" then essentially introduces the concept of place and associates meaning with geographic locations. Hence, it is interesting to investigate the extent to which place related About concepts are used by people when describing images.
Place
It is often stated that Geography is the study of Space and Place [14] . These seemingly simple categories underlie many of the differences among geographers both in terms of what they study and how they go about it. The two concepts are often examined with respect to a continuum of viewpoints that range from the particular and the experiential at one end, to the abstract and the universal at the other [7] . Place is most distinct at the start, relating geography to human existence, experiences and interaction [29] . At the other end is the more detached, abstract and objective view of space, ultimately represented as geometry, which provides a means to think about, describe and encode the world in a logical way. As such, Space and Place are often emphasised as a ways of understanding (epistemology) rather than an as ontological categories such as a geographic location [9] .
A number of researchers have sought to characterise the concept of place. Relph [24] highlighted elements of the physical setting (including location and physical appearance), the activities performed in places, and the meanings places have for people. Canter [6] identified four facets of place, functional differentiation (activities), place objectives (individual, social and cultural aspects of place), scale of interaction (e.g. room, home, neighbourhood city), and aspects of design (physical characteristics of a place). Gustafson [16] developed a somewhat different model encompassing, self (e.g. personal meanings and self-identification), others (social relations and norms), and the environment (the physical characteristics and natural conditions).
Natural language descriptions of place
Work has also sought to understand how places can be described using natural language. Such studies have tended to take one of three approaches: 1. Collection of words from a dictionary validated by experts or experiment participants e.g.
[12] 2. Collection of terms from documents relevant to a domain validated by experts or experiment participants e.g. [19] 
Elicitation of terms directly from participants in an experiment
Results from the third approach are particularly relevant to this work. For example, Craik [8] sought to characterise the personality 'traits' of a landscape by eliciting adjectival qualities from participants in response to photographic stimuli of natural landscapes. Tversky and Hemenway [30] , looked at how people categorise environmental scenes using basic levels [25] . They identified different types of basiclevel scene by considering the informativeness of a word for a scene in respect to the different characteristics, attributes (qualities), types of related activities and, component parts. Their resultant basic level scene types have since been employed by researchers interested in content based image retrieval. For example, Vogel and Schiele [32] perform statistical analysis of local detail in images (amounts of sky, water, grass, trunks, foliage, field, rocks, flowers and sand) to categorise images into basic-level scene categories and transitional states between them. The work of Smith and Mark [28] also falls into this type of approach. They drew on the methodology of Battig and Montague [4] for eliciting category norms (similar to basic levels) from participants, and sought to identify 'folk' categories related to geography. They showed that, for example, that "mountain" was the most common norm identified for the category "a geographic feature." Most recently, Van Overschelde et al. [31] have also repeated Battig and Montague's work, also finding "mountain" as the most common norm for "a natural earth formation."
Experiments in data mining descriptions of places
A common goal in the work described in the previous section has been to identify vocabularies of concepts related to place. An obstacle for many of these studies is that they require human subject experimentation which is both costly and time consuming to perform. In this work we attempt to overcome this problem by analysing a database of textual descriptions of photographs which have a strong geographic component.
In order to explore the potential of this resource for developing such a vocabulary (which we will term a concept ontology), we present two experiments that employ simple data mining techniques to identify significant concepts. In the first we consider relative term frequencies (as an indicator of basic level categories) in order to compare the database as a resource with human subject testing reported in the literature. In the second we investigate how the resource can be employed to obtain sets of concepts that help characterise the semantics of basic level types of places
Data
In these experiments we used data obtained from Geograph (www.geograph.org.uk). Geograph is a project with the aim to collect "geographically representative photographs and information for every square kilometre of the UK and the Republic of Ireland." The project allows contributors to submit photographs representing individual 1km grid squares, and after moderation these images are uploaded together with descriptive captions to a publicly available web site. Figure 1 shows a representative example. Since a key aim of the project is to "…show at close range one of the main geographical features within the square" and to produce an associated description, we contend that the dataset may well be a digital representation of place. The database underlying Geograph is available under a Creative Commons licence. We obtained a snap shot taken on the 24 th of February 2007, consisting of 346270 images taken by a total of 3659 individuals.
Methods
We performed two experiments using the Geograph data. In the first of these we looked at counts of terms identified as being basic levels or category norms in the experiments of Battig and Montague, Smith and Mark and Van Overschelde et al. (Table 2 ). Since we expected that some of these terms may vary according to the domain in which the original experiments were carried out (the US) we added appropriate synonyms for a UK context, (see [21] for a discussion). For example, we included the terms loch (Gaelic for lake) and glen (Gaelic for valley). We counted the total number of occurrences of each of these terms in the image descriptions in the Geograph database. In the second experiment we wished to explore how basic levels can be characterised. We chose four basic levels identified in the first experiment and explored the cooccurrence of these basic levels with two wordlists containing terms about: elements and adjectives. The list of elements attempted to describe the component parts of a scene as suggested by Tversky and Hemenway [30] and consisted of a list of 540 terms obtained from dictionary analysis using WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/). The list of adjectives employed the Landscape Adjective Check List of Craik and was aimed at capturing more abstract, About type concepts relating to place. In this experiment we searched for descriptions in which both a basic level and a term co-occurred. A description was counted only once however many times a pair of terms co-occurred within it, although in practice most descriptions contained only one or two sentences. We retrieved not only the count of co-occurrences of terms with basic levels, but also the count of occurrences of both the term and the basic level, in order to explore whether the frequency of a cooccurrence was simply explained by a term being very common. Table 3 compares the top rankings of basic level terms described in the literature with the ranking from the Geograph database using the seed terms given in Table 2 In Table 4 , the top ten terms of Battig and Montague are used to consider the rank obtained from the other experiments. The Geograph data are first ranked according to the raw occurrences of terms and secondly after substituting the terms sea for ocean, loch for lake and, gorge for canyon, since these were considered to be synonyms for these terms in British English. Correlations between the rankings are also shown with the ranking of Smith and Mark being significantly correlated with that of van (p < 0.05) and the Geograph ranking (without substitution) significantly correlated with that of Battig and Montague (p < 0.05). Tables 5 and 6 show the total number of counts of elements and adjectival terms cooccurring with four basic level types of place (beach, village, hill and mountain). The terms were ranked by the frequency of the co-occurrence with respect to the occurrence of the term (e.g. shingle appears 254 times in total, of which 43% of occurrences are found in conjunction with beach). 
Results
Discussion
Experiment 1 looked at the relative occurrence of particular terms in relation to studies on geographic basic levels reported in the literature. The aim of this experiment was to investigate how comparable the basic level terms identified in the Geograph database were with those resulting from direct human subjects testing.
The results show a number of interesting differences between the Geograph data and the other work. One obvious difference is the presence of highly ranked anthropogenic features in the Geograph list. This is not surprising in the case of the Battig and Montague and Van Overschelde et al. lists since participants in these experiments were asked for 'natural earth formations'. However, Smith and Mark's experiments did elicit anthropogenic objects, but these were not found in their top ten. By contrast, such terms appear frequently in the Geograph result. In addition, those that are in the Smith and Mark's list tend to be on have a larger spatial extent (e.g. city) than those of the Geograph list (e.g. building, town and village).
A second observation is that certain concepts in the Geograph list appear to have been substituted. Hill appears to be used instead of mountain, sea rather than ocean, and loch rather than lake. On the one hand, these differences can be seen as relating to the variations in experimental methods. The literature studies asked participants to think of concepts in response to abstract questions whereas the Geograph data comes from people describing concepts that can be seen in a picture. For example, there are few actual examples of concepts such as canyons or volcanoes in Britain, which is likely why these were not frequently found. On the other hand, this substitution could suggest that the use of terms is not insensitive to geographical context, as found in previous empirical work [21] . In Britain the term hill appears to be much more widely used than mountain, and large bodies of open water which would be described as lakes in England occur more frequently in Scotland where the Gaelic appellation loch is almost exclusively used. Interestingly, lochs may be open to the sea and thus may describe a concept which overlaps with, but is not identical to lake, defined by WordNet as "a body of (usually fresh) water surrounded by land." In addition, whilst Britain is bordered by both oceans and seas, it would appear that the term sea is more conventionally used. Table 4 compared the relative rankings of the most frequently used 'natural earth formations' of Battig and Montague. For better consistency in terminology, the terms and rankings for the question "a kind of geographic feature" were used in the case of Smith and Mark. It is interesting to note that the term rankings of Van Overschelde et al. and Smith and Mark using students from the US correlate significantly at the p<0.05 level, but that neither of these lists correlate significantly with either those of Battig and Montague or derived from Geograph. Again, this might suggest that the conceptualisations are sensitive to locale. Of note is that the substitutions (e.g. sea for ocean) increased correlations though not sufficiently to be significant. One possible suggestion is therefore that the difference is not only one of terminology but also of environmental familiarity (for example British landscapes consist less of lakes and mountains and more of hills and valleys). The Geograph ranking was significantly correlated with that of Battig and Montague, though only where no terminology substitutions were applied. However caution is required to avoid over interpreting these results since the significance of the Spearman's rank correlation is very sensitive when comparing so few categories.
Experiment 2 aimed to investigate the ability of the Geograph dataset to provide characteristic sets of concepts describing semantics for particular examples of basic level places. It used word lists of elements (parts) and adjectives in relation to two basic levels (village and hill) identified in the previous experiment and two (mountain and beach) suggested by Tversky and Hemenway. The selection of these levels was to both consider places that were typical to the area covered by the Geograph dataset and ones that would allow comparison with Tversky and Hemenway's results in terms of contents. In addition, it was intended to examine the ability of the technique to provide sets of terms that are both sensible and distinct enough to discriminate between levels even, in the case of hill and mountain, when they could be seen as somewhat synonymous.
It is interesting to note ( Table 5 and 6) that there are strong differences in the terminology used for each of the basic levels. In terms of elements, beach was identified with coastal landforms and materials like rock, sand and sea. This compares well with the results of Tversky and Hemenway whose list contained water and sand. The elements of village were instead very functional and architectural and typical of what might be expected in typical British villages e.g. cottages, a village green, a shop, a pub and a church. There are some similarities between hill and mountain, particularly in the use of perceptual terms such as top, summit, and ridge. However, differences can also be seen both in terms of the language used for similar concepts, for example path and forest were found for mountains and track and trees for hills, and in terms of composition, for example valley and hill sides for hills and moorland and streams for mountains. Similarities for mountain were also found with the work of Tversky and Hemenway, for example animal, trail, and stream and; sheep, path, and stream. One interesting difference is where they found grass and tree, our results identified moorland and forest, which are more typical of the mountain landscapes found in Britain.
The results for adjectives were also quite distinct for each of the levels. Beaches, for example, tended to be described using process (eroded, glacial) and affective (soft, beautiful, warm, lovely) terms. Villages have some similarities with the use of affective terms, but tend to invoke more of a sense of an idyllic place (pretty, lovely, pleasant, beautiful), in addition there seems to be an emphasis on remoteness from other settlements (deserted, quiet, remote). The adjectives for hill and mountain are in many ways similar to the description of their elements describing perceptual characteristics and land cover. To an extent these are shared (steep, distant, broad, black, grassy) but there are also differences. Hills are described as being big, round and wooded whereas mountains are described in terms that are more desolate such as remote, natural, rocky and, dark.
Overall the results are very promising. The sets of concepts found for the basic levels fit well with the authors' conceptions of the types of places they describe, at least in a British context. They are also diverse enough to allow discrimination between levels. For mountain and hill there are a number of commonalities (which is expected for basic levels, see [30] p.123). However these tend to reflect the perceptual characteristics of the landforms which are inherently similar. Other characteristics such as land cover, infrastructure and remoteness were much more differentiated suggesting that the two concepts cannot be seen as synonymous. Nonetheless, a degree of caution is required as, as can be seen in Tables 5 and 6 , the occurrence values (n) for mountain concepts are generally an order of magnitude lower than for hill. This reflects the scarcity of mountains within the dataset in general and makes the level sensitive to idiosyncratic descriptions.
The experiments presented thus far are preliminary work and have a number of important limitations, related to the dataset used, the set of assumptions and, the experimental methods themselves. Firstly, we assume that the Geograph dataset will help us to build a concept ontology of how people describe place. The dataset itself is very large (346270 images taken by a total of 3659 individuals) which we hope gives some universality to the results. However, as demonstrated in Experiment 1 the results (for example the use of the term hill instead of mountain) appear sensitive to locale, and the participants in the Geograph experiment are likely to be a selfselecting group (they have access to the internet and digital cameras and an interest in documenting the geography of the UK), which implies in turn that the results may be biased. Secondly, the terms found are limited to those we searched for, and although we based our search terms on theory we cannot rule out synonyms having much higher frequencies. Third, we did not treat toponyms in a special way -we assume that if hill is mentioned the picture itself and thus the place is a hill -in other words that a toponym is a instantiation of a type of place. More importantly, terms which are found in toponyms (e.g. "Black Hill") are not being used to describe a location and thus our co-occurrence experiments should be controlled for such effects. However, in most cases it appears unlikely that the adjectives found are likely to be parts of toponyms. In general we did not control for either word sense (i.e. does running refer to an activity or describe a property of a stream) or context (i.e. is the term really being used in conjunction with the basic level in question). Nonetheless, we believe that the results presented demonstrate the potential richness of new sources of data as possible methods of exploring the creation of, for example, landscape concept ontologies, which have until now been mostly limited to human subject experiments with correspondingly much smaller data volumes.
Conclusions and further work
The research reported here has argued that as geographic information technologies expand into new areas and new aspects of life they need to be supported by more extensive ideas of geography, better reflecting how people experience and think about the world in everyday life. Here, theory on place has been proposed to provide support in exploring the problem of image description and retrieval.
The work has demonstrated a novel approach to eliciting concepts of place as they are expressed in natural language through the analysis of a large database of images and their captions from a collaborative web project (Geograph). This resource has be shown to compare favourably to approaches in the literature that have been based on human subject testing, though caveats have been acknowledged in relation to sources of bias. The use of online resources has the advantage that it can help to obviate the need for costly and time-consuming participant experiments.
The potential of the resource to develop an ontology of place concepts for use in indexing and search of images has also been explored. This was based on the idea of basic level scene types and characteristic terms (elements and adjectives) that commonly co-occur with these. In particular, it was found that adjectival terms (less studied previously) are important descriptors and discriminators of places.
These experiments will be expanded in future work to populate a more comprehensive concept ontology, considering both a wider variety of basic levels and a number of other place related aspects (e.g. activities). The influence of toponyms and ambiguity on our results also be examined, as well as the issue of how to detect such concepts from analysis of spatial and other data.
